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essentially calm
about
Essentially calm is a gifting hand-book. A book for the ones
you care about. It guides the reader about classification,
benefits, as well as recipes and side effects of various kinds of
essential oils. The essence of this book is nature driven,
softness and handmade. Hence the use of textured paper,
hand painted watercolour illustrations and handwritten font.
The book also have an adaptation in Gujarati language.

The TA of the book are Adults.
The main target audience are young women as more of them
can relate to the usage of essential oil. The book can be sold at
yoga classes, hobby classes, healing centres, at
physiotherapists’ clinics, psychiatrists’ clinics, etc.
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visual elements
Size of each page 4.5x7 inches (portrait)

Margin Top 0.5, bottom 0.5, inside 0.25, outside 0.5 in

Grid 4x6

Fonts used

Heading and sub-heading- Dream Avenue

Heading font size 70 pt

Sub-heading font size 21 pt

Body- Lemon milk pro (ultra light)

Font size 10 pt

Leading 16 p

Sub-body- Billey Ashley

Font size 24 pt

For adaptation

Font- Kohinoor Gujarati

Heading 48 pt

Sub-heading 16 pt

Body 11 pt

Leading 13 p
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adaptation in Gujarati language



hand painted watercolour illustrations
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rare
about
Rare Beauty is makeup made to feel good in, without hiding
what makes you unique. Rare Beauty is breaking down
unrealistic standards of perfection. Because Rare Beauty is not
about being someone else, but about being you. The brand
tries to make an impact apart from being a makeup brand.
This is one of the brand that stands out from other brands by
creating a healthy environment for the people to talk about
their flaws and at the same time cherish them. Hence, Rare
Beauty inspired me to design a font considering the brand’s
aesthetics and visual language.
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concept note
The name of the font given is Rare, after the brand’s name and
tone of voice. I have designed a font which has a curved edge
as well as a sharp edge. I have tried to denote how the brand
inspires people to love and accept ones flaws and be bold
enough to carry ones own uniqueness.



a quick brown

fox jumped over

the lazy dog .
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saar
about
Saar is a hypothetical flower based skincare products
manufacturing company. The aim of the company is to make the
customers experience the mood each flower symbolises after
using the products. It helps an individual to connect themselves
with nature.

The meaning of SAAR in Hindi is Abstract and Essence. The
word Saar is used to depict the versatility of flowers which
represents essence of flowers. The name celebrated the
abstract nature of flowers.
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concept note
The logo contains a flower and the initial of the brand’s name.
It appears to be bold as well as delicate and soft. The flower
and alphabet S together creates a sense of nature driven. The
geometric constructed flower grabs equal attention as the
alphabet S which well balances together. The logo overall gives
the mood of earthiness. The typeface used to write the name of
the brand is Poiret One typeface, which is a light san serif.

The colours used are Green and Peach. The green colour here
used is pastel and earthy. This clearly symbolises nature. It
also stands for freshness and refreshment. The colour
depicts harmony and peace which are the benefits that one
would get after the usage of the brand’s products. The peach
colour used for the flower is to show how the brand would
provide a degree of positivism and calmness. The flower
based products would rejuvenate the user in the most difficult
moments of pain which is depicted by the colour peach.
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the pink teinte
about
The Pink Teinte is a women centric clothing brand which
focuses on body positivity and self love. It is based in Delhi and
sells through social media platform, Instagram. The brand
launches its collection occasionally and seasonly.

Its online presence makes it visible to the known influencers and
bloggers, who help in expanding and the growth of business.
The account has gained 6,000 + followers within a year.
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Instagram grid
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Instagram planner, posts, stories, etc.
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apsara ice creams
about
Apsara Ice cream is an ice cream outlet brand based in Mumbai
since 1971. It is a premium natural ice cream brand. It is well
known for its wide and iconic flavours. Their main target
audience is ice cream lovers of all age groups who appreciate
variety of flavours ranging from Indian traditional palette to
non-native flavours, natural fresh fruit flavours.

original logo
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concept note
The new logo is a combination mark that includes word mark
and an abstract mark. It has a serif font- Sangira, which lends
the logo a sophisticated look that resonates with the tone of
voice (premium and rich).

The semi-circular stroke on top not only represents an ice
cream scoop but also the quality of it is an abstract
representation of the texture of ice cream.

The stroke colour has been inspired from rose gold, which is
complimented by the blue word mark.
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environmental graphics
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undercrust
about
Undercrust is a digital marketing agency, based in Surat.
At Undercrust they believe in knowing more than just the
surface. Each ring denotes the steps how they achieve your
marketing goal and cater the clients’ needs to the fullest.
Undercrust digs at deeper levels and reach out the roots of the
information in aspect of research. Through a unique and rich set
of content that helps their client bloom in their journey while
maintaining their individuality.

original logo
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concept note
The new logo is a combination of the initial alphabet U and
trunk of a tree. The trunk of a tree is to denote and relate
oneself to the experience and various stages of the process
followed by company. Each ring denotes the steps how they
achieve your marketing goal. Every layer of the ring
strengthens the brand, same as that of a tree trunk.

Tone of Voice: Growth
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invoice & letterhead
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about
Light and shadows is a collection of photographs clicked by myself
on our visit to Rani ki Vaav and Sarkhej Roza. I have tried caturing
the essence and details of the place.
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my vitruvi
about
Anapplication to control diffusers of the brand Vitruvi.
Adding features of bluetooth connection, customisation of plans,
a guide about blends, its usage and other settings.
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information architecture

paper wireframe
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ui elements

buttons

toggle switch

input

final application

pagination

icon library
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